PRACTICAL TEST
LED: SIMPLY MORE LIGHT

www.hella.com/agriculture

The present:
4 x halogen worklights

The future:
4 x LED worklights

2.00 p.m.: Installation

5 p.m.: Excitement mounts

9 p.m.: Practical test on the field

Dietmar Bengsch (Technical Sales at
HELLA) installing an LED worklight

Combine harvesters are being made ready
for operation and driven on to the field

Direct comparison: A combine harvester with halogen
light, a combine harvester with an LED worklight

WHEN NIGHT BECOMES A
WORK DAY
Practical test at an agricultural contractor

HELLA in a practical test at the agricultural contractor,

Bengsch explained the advantages of HELLA's LED

Albert Feldmann from Münster. Two of his combine

worklights: HELLA’s LEDs have a service life that is 130

harvesters lined up against each other at night in a

times higher than that of halogen lights. That saves

direct comparison: one with halogen standard

costs which can otherwise arise from repairs and

equipment and the other with HELLA LED worklights.

downtimes with halogen headlights. As you can see

The LED worklight Power Beam 1500 was installed by

considerably more around the combine harvester that

Dietmar Bengsch (Technical Sales at HELLA). Up to

also increases safety significantly. HELLA thanks Albert

now, the agricultural contractor, Mr. Feldmann, found

Feldmann for his cooperation.

his halogen worklight to be optimal.
9 p.m.: The practical test began.
Halogen took the first turn. Then the positions were
changed and the LED worklight was switched on. The
enthusiasm about the light effect from the LEDs was
written all over Albert Feldman's face. Dietmar

The all-round performer:
Power Beam 1500 LED

See the benefits of our worklights for yourself
in the corresponding product videos.

"

With LED even night
work is fun. You are
safe and more relaxed
when driving.

"

Albert Feldmann,
Agricultural contractor from Münster
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